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Among the most striking manifestations of the rapid social changes
taking place now in the Soviet Union under Gorbachev is the reemer
gence, after decades of apparent extinction, of genuine voluntary associa
tions, including organized charity. There has never been a better time to
explore the history of these phenomena, which are often overlooked in
studies of pre-revolutionary Russia. An examination of the tsarist
government's policy towards voluntarism, focusing not on politically chal
lenging movements but on charity, can shed much light on the history of
the relationship between the state and voluntary public initiative. While
the autocracy's suspicion of voluntarism waxed and waned from the
eighteenth through the early twentieth centuries, an underlying and highly
significant trend can be discerned. Like the sorcerer's apprentice, the
autocracy ended up losing effective control over the voluntarism it had
initially, beginning with Catherine II, encouraged Russian society to
embrace.
Charity is a particularly good mirror of this trend. First of all, the state
seldom showed any concern over whether poor relief in the Empire,
public or private, adequately or effectively met existing needs. Its policy
on charity, therefore, depended primarily on its attitude at any given time
towards voluntarism, rather than its attitudes towards poverty and welfare.
Second, private organized charity grew at a very rapid pace from the mid
nineteenth century, forcing the government to patch together some kind
of response. This paper examines the conditions imposed by the govern
ment on private charitable organizations, and the measures it took to
ensure that charities did not stray beyond the boundaries of philanthropy.
It seeks to explain why the autocracy, ordinarily so suspicious of
autonomous social activity, showed relatively greater tolerance, and at
times positive encouragement, of charity. Finally, the history of charity
regulation reveals how voluntarism carne to overwhelm the policy-making
and policing capacities of the autocracy.
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Government Regulation of Charity
Before the Reform Era
In the pre-emancipation era government policy toward voluntary associa
tions alternated widely between benevolent toleration and categorical
repression. The foundations of this vacillating policy were laid during the
reign of Catherine II, when secular voluntary associations devoted to
charity and similar causes first appeared in Russia. 1 Russian law first
acknowledged the possibility of voluntary associations in the 1782 Police
Statute (Ustav Blagochiniia). This statute granted official protection to
legally established associations, while promising prosecution of anyone
establishing any society without the knowledge or approval of the police?
No general law on the formation of voluntary associations was issued, nor
would one be for more than one hundred years. Catherine's legislation
thus inaugurated the tsarist policy of handling voluntary associations on a
case-by-case basis.
For most of her reign the Empress tolerated, even encouraged, such
initiative. 3 . This attitude accorded with Catherine's view of herself as
Empress-Mother, which amalgamated the traditional imperial
philanthropy of previous Russian rulers with the eighteenth-century con
cept of an enlightened monarch. Her encouragement of voluntarism for
the public good was also consistent with her efforts to create a self-govern
ing civil society, as demonstrated by her charters to the nobility and towns.
As Isabel de Madariaga has pointed out, Catherine firmly believed that
"the government was more enlightened than society.t'"
The Empress was also the leading philanthropist of her day. She set
an example for her subjects by establishing a variety of progressive en
deavors, from the Free Economic Society to the Moscow and St.
Petersburg Foundling Homes. The privileges granted to these societies
and institutions signaled Imperial favor towards such endeavors for the
public good. The philanthropic institutions welcomed public involvement
through donations and, at least for members of the court circle , service on
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their boards of directors. Substantial contributors received honorific titles,
civil service ranks, and medals; but even more modest donors received the
assurance that prayers for their souls would be said perpetually in the
institutions' chapels. S The 1775 Statute establishing the social welfare
boards (prikazy obshchestvennogo prizreniia) specified that they could not
obstruct private individuals, societies, villages or towns seeking to estab
lish a charitable institution provided it conformed to the Statute's rules
for that kind of institution. 6 Although society's response could hardly be
considered overwhelming, Catherine's encouragement nonetheless in
spired several privately-founded, secular charitable institutions, like a
Iaroslavl' orphanage established in 1786.7
Not all of the private organized charity in the late eighteenth century
resulted from the Empress's direct sponsorship. The flourishing Masonic
movement of this period, particularly the activity of N. I. Novikov and his
circle in Moscow, can be said to have introduced the idea of secular volun
tary associations for philanthropic purposes into Russia. Most of the
Masonic charities existed without official permission or charters, but en
joyed government tolerance until the last years of Catherine's rule. Then
several developments turned Catherine against the voluntary initiative she
had earlier sought to inspire: the outbreak of the French Revolution, the
appearance of Alexander Radishchev's condemnation of serfdom and
autocracy, Journey from St. Petersburg to Moscow, in 1790, Novikov's links
to her enemies the Prussians, and her suspicions that he and his friends
supported her detested son and heir, the Grand Duke Paul. 8 In the period
of government reaction that followed, Novikov was arrested and his circle
of like-minded Masons was disbanded. According to one source, the Free
Economic Society was the only voluntary association to survive the repres
.
9
sion.
The sprigs of public initiative Catherine had sought to plant survived
this radical but, as it turned out, short-lived pruning. Russian educated
society was expanding and becoming more Europeanized and sophisti
cated, providing more fertile conditions for the spontaneous growth of
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voluntary associations. Alexander's accession to the throne in 1801
ushered in a return to a policy of encouraging public initiative. Groups of
all kinds, from literary circles and charitable societies to the political
groups which spawned the Decembrist movement, flourished as never
before. The Masonic movement was vigorously revived. Many of these
groups, especially the Masonic lodges, existed without official sanction or
legal charters. According to one interpretation of government policy at
that time, since these associations pursued useful goals, official permission
was required only when an association requested special privileges or state
subsidies.i'' Alexander's establishment in 1802 of a "Beneficent Society,"
reorganized as the Imperial Philanthropic Society in 1816, indicated that
charitable associations enjoyed Imperial favor. Like Catherine's favorite
charities, the Imperial Philanthropic Society and many of the other
charitable associations it inspired enjoyed significant privileges and
patronage from the ruling family.
What the Tsar giveth, however, the Tsar can take away. During the last
years of his reign Alexander became increasingly suspicious of his sub
jects. Alarmed by the radical political ideas circulating in some groups, in
1822 he issued a decree outlawing Masonic lodges and all other "secret,"
that is to say unsanctioned, societies. l l Most existing charities were al
lowed to continue to operate, though with some restrictions. The flourish
ing growth of organized charity that had characterized the preceding
decade came to a virtual halt, however. Even the once-favored Imperial
Philanthropic Society became a target of the new repression. Although
the Society's activities were innocuous enough, its chairman, Prince A. N.
Golitsyn, and some of its other leaders were too closely associated with
the Russian Bible Society, western Evangelical religion, Masonry, mys
ticism and other once modish, now suspect, trends in early nineteenth
century high society. Golitsyn, who had alienated the Orthodox hierarchy
and General A. A Arakcheev, Alexander's closest counselor in the 1820s,
was replaced as chairman by one of his principal enemies, the
Metropolitan of Novgorod and St. Petersburg. Almost all of the Society's
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board members were also replaced, and its Journal suspended publication
at the end of 1824.12
,
It comes as no surprise that under Nicholas I, the "gendarme of
Europe," the tsarist government clamped down still further on voluntary
associations. Less expected, however, is the fate of charitable associations
during this period. Alexander's 1822 decree, confirmed by Nicholas in
1826, ended government toleration of "free," unsanctioned private as
sociations; now all groups wishing to establish an association had to submit
a draft charter to the Committee of Ministers and petition for Imperial
approval. Voluntary associations continued to be established, but at a
glacial pace . According to one historian, only twenty-five charitable,
learned and agricultural societies were confirmed during the entire reign.
The Complete Digest of Laws for this period mentions only twenty new
charitable associations, including six mutual aid societies. 13
The autocracy's attitude towards those charitable societies it per
mitted, however, was generally quite favorable into the 1840s. Official
government supervision over charitable societies was fairly limited. The
law required them to submit brief annual reports to the Ministry of the
Interior. Governors were supposed to ensure that they operated within
the bounds of their charters and kept their financial affairs in order. 14 A
conflict that arose in 1839 over the distinction between organized
charities, as private and voluntary , and state institutions like the social
welfare boards, reflects a general hands-off policy. Siding with the Mini
ster of the Interior against the State Controller's office, the Committee of
Ministers exempted private charitable societies and institutions from fol
lowing the state's new bookkeeping and auditing rules in their annual
reports. Such excessive regulation, the Committee of Ministers feared,
might hamper private initiative and "cool the zeal [okhladit' userdie] of
private individuals for charity.,,15
Existing evidence suggests that even at this time government super
vision could be lax. According to two Ministry of the Interior circulars
from 1841, some provincial authorities, without informing the Ministry,
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were permitting local groups to organize charitable endeavors such as
"tables for the poor," which provided relief in times of food shortages and
high prices. While "rendering all justice to the motives by which the
participants in these philanthropic organizations are guided," the Ministry
reminded the governors that they did not have this authority. Moreover,
permitting such activities as "tables for the poor" required circumspection,
lest they encourage idleness among the poor. 16 Such evidence suggests
that, as under Alexander I, an unknown number of private charities ex
isted either with the ~ermission of local authorities alone or without any
official sanction at all 7.
Government laxity did not add up to anything resembling freedom of
association in Nicolaevan Russia, however. The procedure of petitioning
for Imperial permission through first the governor, then the Minister of
the Interior, and finally the Committee of Ministers was subject to all the
frustrating bureaucratic delays and red tape for which the autocracy in the
time of Gogol is so famous. Impeccable social standing and strong con
nections to influential officials were probably almost essential for obtain
ing the necessary and advantageous Imperial approval. Many if not most
charitable associations in this period enjoyed quasi-official status,
reflected in Imperial patronage and subsidies and the dominant presence
of the governor, bishop or other local officials.
Nevertheless, the state's strikingly benevolent attitude towards private
charitable initiatives through most of the reign contradicts the usual pic
ture of the highly suspicious, hostile attitude of the drill-master Emperor
towards Russian society. What earned charity such a favored position?
Like his predecessors (except for Peter the Great), Nicholas probably
regarded charity as a useful endeavor deeply grounded in Russian Or
thodoxy and historical tradition. The paternalistic social relationships that
charity embodied accorded well with the official ideology of Orthodoxy,
Autocracy and Nationality. More personal influences were probably also
important, namely the extensive charitable work of Nicholas's mother, the
Dowager Empress Maria Feodorovna. Upon her death in 1828, Nicholas
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created a special Fourth Section of his own Chancery to administer the
charitable and educational institutions she had sponsored. A symbol of
both his filial piety and his regard for philanthropy, the Fourth Section
grew significantly under Nicholas as other charitable, educational and
medical institutions, founded by members of the Imperial family and
private individuals, were placed under its jurisdiction. Subsidies from the
state treasury and the privileges of state service for employees of the
Fourth Section's institutions once again reflected the particular favor
charity had long enjoyed in the eyes of Russia's rulers.
The autocracy's benign approach to organized charity came to an end
with the outbreak of revolution in Europe in early 1848, however. Declar
ing that "everyone has the opportunity to give aid to the poor by individual
doles or [by contributing to] the social welfare boards," Nicholas ordered
a ban on all new charitable associations in March. The ban was not offi
cially lifted until 1859.18 Yet, the government appears to have applied this
restriction only selectively, since a handful of new societies were allowed
to open in the early 1850s.19 In 1853, for example, the government ap
proved the charter for an obshchina sester miloserdiia - a community of
unmarried and widowed women dedicated to ministering to the poor and
sick - in the Liteinyi district of Petersburg.r''
The fate of another charity of this era, however, demonstrates that
activities tolerated by the autocracy before 1848 became unacceptable
after then. Founded in 1846 by Prince V. F. Odoevsky and other
Petersburg aristocrats, the Society for Visiting the Poor expanded rapidly
in membership and funds. In addition to running several institutions and
dispensing money, food and clothing, members visited the homes of poor
people to collect information on their needs and worthiness, which it
provided to private philanthropists. The success and publicity it enjoyed,
and its link with the poor of the capital represented by its files on several
thousand needy cases, soon attracted government suspicion. One member
recalled the rumors that began to spread about the Society:
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conversations began about the fact that under the cover of charity, political designs
and plots were concealed in many societies before; that it was difficult to believe
that so many people, for the most part busy in service or having other obligations,
used their free time to seek out and visit the poor in various slums, in remote quarters
of the capital, or sat until late at night in a stuffy office to distribute and dispense
other people's money and to seek additional funds , solely out of some kind of
philanthropic aim, without any ulterior motive; that, in the absence of any capital
reserve, the significant funds which the Society had at its disposal also represented
something mysterious.f'

After 1848, a series of restrictions slowly strangled the Society. First
Nicholas deprived it of its autonomy by placing it under the jurisdiction of
the Imperial Philanthropic Society. This new relationship, apart from the
friction it caused between the directors of both societies, signaled the
Petersburg Society's fall from Imperial favor; contributions and member
ship began to decline. Another blow came in 1852, when a law forbidding
military officers and military medical personnel from being members
deprived the Society of almost half its membership overnight (from its
inception, the Society had allowed only men to join). It was closed for
good in 1855.22
As the tale of the Society for Visiting the Poor illustrates, before the
Emancipation the autocracy usually treated the question of voluntary as
sociations on an ad hoc basis, in reaction to events or trends originating
from below. Far from consistent, this policy vacillated between
benevolent tolerance and categorical repression. Individual charitable as
sociations remained vulnerable to government suspicion and arbitrary ac
tion, often provoked by outside events. Fortunately for the pre-reform
autocracy, society never presented it with a challenge it could not defeat,
at least in the short run, for voluntarism in Russia was still in its embryonic
stage at mid-century. This situation changed dramatically after the
Crimean War. The autocracy faced a growing number of voluntary as
sociations with few useful notions on either how to control or harness
them to serve its own purposes.
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Loosening the Bonds: the 1860s
The upsurge of voluntary initiative from educated society became ap
parent as early as the Crimean War.23 With the end of the War and the
more liberal atmosphere introduced by the new Emperor Alexander II,
public pressure to organize for various socially useful purposes intensified.
According to a Ministry of the Interior report in the early 1860s, the
growing trend to form charitable and mutual aid societies was part of a
"general propensity [naklonnostl toward the development of associational
public activity in all forms and for all kinds of purposes.,,24 Between 1856
and 1865 at least 85 new charitable societies were established, compared
to 33 during the previous decade; more than 750 were founded during the
entire reign of Alexander II.25 Some governmental response was clearly
needed, if only to maintain control over Russian society's new spirit of
"samodeiatel'nost '."
The more relaxed policy towards associations under the new Tsar did
not arise out of a careful examination of such important questions as the
role of voluntarism in an autocratic state, or the relationship between
private charity and public assistance. Rather, it again evolved out of a
series of ad hoc decisions on particular cases. By the end of the 1850s the
Ministry of the Interior had received a large number of petitions to estab
lish charitable societies. The elderly Minister of the Interior, Count S. S.
Lanskoi, an active participant in organized philanthropy during the reign
of Alexander I, persuaded Alexander II in 1859 to grant permission to all
the petitions received thus far by the government. This action effectively
rescinded the 1848 ban. 26
Further relaxation of government policy came during consideration in
late 1861 and early 1862 of a petition from Orenburg. In recommending
approval for a new charitable society in this town to the Committee of
Ministers, Minister of the Interior Valuev expanded on the subject of
charitable associations in general. Valuev argued that by being able to
investigate the needs of poor families and provide more flexible and in
9

formed assistance, private charitable societies acted as a necessary supple
ment to the social welfare boards, whose activity was limited to imper
sonal institutions. Moreover, charitable societies relieved the government
of a significant part of its responsibility for public relief, while they usually
did not seek any financial help from the government. Therefore, Valuev's
report claimed, the Ministry should try to cooperate with the founders of
such societies as far as possible. The present procedure for confirmation,
however, that required Imperial permission for each society after con
sideration in the Committee of Ministers,
burdens the Government with the examination of superfluous matters while it delays
the opening of such organizations, which ... should be encouraged in every possible
way by the Government, since their aim is the most beneficient and they make it
easier for the government to fulfill its public relief obligations. 27

Valuev recommended that the Minister of the Interior be given the
authority, after consultation with other2fertinent agencies, to grant per
mission to new charitable associations.
With the consent of the Com
mittee and Alexander II, the new policy became law at the beginning of
1862.29 Henceforth the Ministry of the Interior approved the charters of
most charitable and mutual aid societies, while groups seeking special
privileges, the patronage of a member of the Imperial family, or other
government favors still had to obtain Imperial permission through the
Committee of Ministers. 30
The 1862 law had an immediate ~ositive impact on the development of
charitable associations in Russia. 1 Not only did it speed up the
bureaucratic process of confirmation (in the first month after it was issued
at least nine new charitable societies officially opened),32 but by signalling
the government's approval for this kind of voluntarism, the new law also
gave additional impetus to public interest in charitable associations. Be
tween 1861 and 1863 alone, the Ministry of the Interior received petitions
for official confirmation from forty-three charitable and mutual aid
societies. 33 The autocracy followed up on the 1862 law with another is
sued in 1869, which transferred authority to approve charitable institutions
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- orphanages, almshouses, etc. - founded by local governments or
private individuals and groups from the Tsar and Committee of Ministers
to the Minister of the Interior. In his 1868 report to the Committee of
Ministers recommending this new policy, Minister Timashev noted that,
like charitable societies, the number of public and private charitable in
stitutions had been growing rapidly in recent years; like his predecessor,
he felt the government should encourage this in every possible way.34 In
issuing these new laws in 1862 and 1869, the government was reacting
favorably to the upsurge in voluntarism stimulated by various social and
cultural currents associated with the era of the Great Reforms. 35
The autocracy's more lenient attitude towards voluntary associations
did not signify that it would dispense permission with an open hand. Ac
cording to a Ministry of the Interior report for the early 1860s, it con
tinued to follow a cautious policy. All cases where a proposed society
"could have any kind of political or social significance" were passed on to
the Committee of Ministers or rejected outright. For example, the Minis
try denied germission for charitable societies in Vilnius, Zhitomir and
Kamenetsr' it was probably particularly sensitive about voluntary as
sociations in these Western border areas after the Polish rebellion in 1863.
In fact, the 1862 policy on charitable associations explicitly excluded Rus
sian Poland; there mutual aid and charitable societies continued to need
37
Imperial permission through the Committee of Ministers.
Finally,
mounting numbers of student circles, underground societies and revolu
tionary movements of the 1860s and 1870s provoked the government to
tighten its policies on secret and illegal associations.38
The procedure for confirming privately founded charitable institutions
and societies remained unchanged until the end of the century. While the
autocracy tolerated voluntary charitable initiative, it did little more to
encourage it. Obtaining official permission still entailed taking one's chan
ces in the slow, cautious chancellaries in distant Petersburg. The
government's actions on privately organized charity formed part of its
general policy towards the role of "society" in the reform period. The
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government tolerated, even stimulated voluntary initiative when it shifted
the financial burden for some relatively low priority problem, like aiding
the Empire's needy and impoverished, from the shoulders of the state
treasury to the public. Minister of the Interior Valuev had used the same
approach toward the question of improving the material condition of
Russia's wretched parish priests: ruling out any state aid to the clergy, his
reform commission shifted the burden back to the parish. 39 Such a policy
suffered from what Gregory Freeze has called an "enervating contradic
tion in Great Reform politics: the desire to stimulate autonomous social
development versus the fear that this initiative might go too far or swerve
in an unanticipated, undesirable direction. ,,40 While praising charitable
activity for its moral virtue and social usefulness, the government tried to
ensure that it stayed within safe and innocuous boundaries. Granting
complete freedom of action to Russian society remained out of the ques
tion.

The Introduction of Model Charters
The same spirit inspired the government's next relaxation of the proce
dure for confirming private charities. Seeking at the same time to en
courage and control voluntary initiative, the autocracy issued model
charters for a number of different kinds of associations and institutions
serving the public good in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies, including model charters for several kinds of charitable societies
and institutions. ltl In most cases draft charters for new societies or institu
tions that conformed to a model charter needed only the local governor's
approval, instead of the Ministry's.42
In adopting model charters for charities in the 1890s, the government,
as before in the 1860s, was mainly reacting to external developments.
12

Spurred by such factors as the 1891 famine and the rapid rise in the urban
population, Russian society's interest in poverty and poor relief swelled
dramatically. The late 1880s and 1890s saw the emergence of a group of
energetic charity reformers inside and outside government, new journals
on charity, and welfare reform movements.Y Voluntarism, too, reached
new heights in the 1890s, flooding Ministry offices with petitions and draft
charters for charitable as well as other societies. More than 500 new
charitable societies were founded between 1891 and 1895, double the
number that opened in the previous half decade; and between 1896 and
1900, the number of newly chartered charitable associations doubled
again, to more than 1,100.44
This new interest carried into the government, which in late 1892 es
tablished the first commission ever to examine and attempt to reform the
chaotic Russian poor law. The Grot Commission, as it was called, which
endorsed the idea of model charters, aroused the Ministry of the Interior's
interest in private charitable activity to a level never matched before or
after this time. On the one hand, the government wished to facilitate what
it regarded, at least in most cases, as a commendable social initiative. On
the other hand, the task of processing the mass of diverse, often poorly
drafted charters was straining the bureaucracy to the limit. Devolution of
authority to governors and standardization of the rules for individual
charters accommodated both the pressure from below and the need for
government supervision.
The question of model charters first arose in the Ministry of Educa
tion. One of the most popular types of charitable association in the Em
pire was the society to aid needy students, usually established at a par
ticular educational institution. Recognizing the poverty that afflicted many
students, the Ministry encouraged the involvement of the local public in
assisting them. 45 Drafting the first model charter for this kind of associa
tion required the joint efforts of this Ministry and the Ministry of the
Interior, particularly its Department of Police and censorship office, and
consultations with the Synod as well. Issued in late 1894 and printed in the
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government's official newspaper as well as circulated to governors, it
standardized the rights and restrictions under which these societies could
operate, without granting authority for confirmation to the governors. 46
In 1897 the initiative for issuing model charters shifted to the Ministry
of the Interior, thanks in large part to the presence of Evgenii Maksimov,
an expert on poor relief, as head of a newly created section on charity and
public relief in the Economic Department. A Department report to the
Minister signed by him and fellow Grot Commission member Ivan Kabat
argued the need for a standardized charter for general-purpose
(obshcheblagotvoritel'nye) charitable societies. In recent years, they
reported, the numbers of this kind of society had rapidly grown, until they
were the most common type of society and, during the previous year,
constituted almost half of the one hundred charters confirmed by the
Ministry. Unfortunately, the great majority of the draft charters for these
societies submitted to the Ministry were "extremely unsatisfactory." They
reflected their founders' complete ignorance of government regulations,
how to organize an association, and how to give effective charitable assis
47
tance.
Elsewhere Maksimov also cited the "shortage of personnel" in
the central bureaucracy and the tedious communications among depart
ments provoked by the diverse and poorly conceived charter~ which
hampered and delayed the opening of charitable societies.
The
Economic Department offered similar arguments later in the year for a
revised version of the model charter for societies to aid needy students,
which constituted a third of the charitable associations then under the
Ministry of the Interior's jurisdiction.Y In the view of the government,
then, model charters promised to benefit both the bureaucracy and the
public.
Model charters for general-purpose societies (obshchestva posobiia
bednym) and societies to aid needy students received the approval of the
Minister of the Interior and, in the latter case, the Ministry of Education
and the Synod as well, in June and November, 1897, respectively.50 In
both cases authority for approving proposed societies that adopted one or
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the other charter was transferred to the governors, who were required to
inform the Ministry of new societies and send it their charters. Groups
wishing to found a society that did not conform to the model charter still
had to seek the permission of the Minister of the Interior.
Some years later, a prominent charity activist complained that the
model charters were not published separately in a form widely accessible
to the public. 51 Indeed, only routine efforts appear to have been made to
disseminate them. Copies were sent to governors and governors-general,
of course. The official newspaper Pravitel'stvennyi vestnik published them,
and copies of the charter for general-purpose societies also appeared, with
the Ministry's circular to governors explaining the new procedure, in the
two charity journals published at this time. Several years after the charters
were issued, the author of a guide to establishing voluntary societies cited
the public's ignorance of government rules as his major motive for
publishing his book. 52
Somehow, though, people did learn of the charters, even in remote
corners of the Empire, and they seized the opportunity the new procedure
presented. Charitable societies were established in unprecedented num
bers. According to governors' reports that flooded the Ministry of the
Interior, almost one hundred general-purpose societies and almost fifty
societies aiding students opened in 1898 alone, in places as distant and
dissimilar as Brest-Litovsk and the island of Sakhalin. 53 The founders of
a Society for Aid to the Poor in Saratov, for example, greeted the new
procedure as ensuring both rapid government confirmation and more ef
fective charitable giving.54 Similar numbers of societies using the model
charters were opened in 1899. The number of new societies reported by
governors to the Ministry had diminished by 1903 and 1904 - perhaps a
reflection of declining interest in the model charters, but possibly an in
dication of the lax attitude of many governors towards their respon
sibilities.55 Nevertheless, approximately 1,700 new charitable associations
opened between 1896 and the early 1900s, almost half of the more than
4,000 charitable societies that existed by the early twentieth century.56
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Evidently the government viewed model charters as a big success, for it
produced a steady stream of them between 1897 and as late as 1916.57
Charters were issued for several types of specialized charitable organiza
tions and a broad variety of mutual aid societies and cooperatives. Even
groups wishing to found temperance societies or a singing or bicycle club
could find a helpful government model charter.
The model charters for charities (and most other kinds of associations
as well) tried to meet two contradictory ends. Seeking to encourage
voluntary initiative, the charters tried to provide societies with the
autonomy considered so vital to organized charity. At the same time, they
included rules to ensure that societies operated in conformity with the
government's own interests. Organized charity (or temperance or bicy
cling) was fine, provided it did not stray into either criminal or politically
suspect activities.
The provisions in the 1897 model charters were based on general rules
for associations approved by the Minister of the Interior in April of 1897
for the purpose of guiding his subordinates in their examinations of
charters submitted for Ministerial confirmation, and eliminating confusion
among agencies over what these charters should contain. The 1897 rules
reveal what aspects of private association caused the government the most
concern. 58 One of the most sensitive issues was membership. According
to the 1897 rules and the model charters, the following groups could not
join associations: soldiers on active duty and cadets, people deprived of
their rights or exiled by judicial or administrative decision (some excep
tions were allowed in the case of exiles, who constituted a large part of the
population of some Siberian towns), and minors and schoolchildren.
Some disagreement arose about the latter, and an exception was made for
charities; while closing membership to students in military or religious
schools, the charters permitted other children and youths to join if that
served the purpose of the society. They had to obtain the consent of their
parents and school, however, and could not to serve on the board of direc
tors or vote at meetings of the general assembly of members.P'
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A second potential problem concerned fraud or mismanagement in
finances and fundraising. The model charters permitted charities to use a
wide range of sources for funds, including dues, income from property,
donations and bequests, state or local subsidies if allocated, and charity
benefits of all kinds. As dictated by the 1897 rules for associations, how
ever, all public fund-raising events, from subscription drives and lotteries
to literary or theatrical soirees, had to receive permission from the local
police and follow the Department of Police's rules for such events. 60 The
charters also outlined how societies should handle their funds, even to
dictating minimum amounts for dues and how their capital must be in
vested.
Finally, the rules and charters were alert to any potential use of a
voluntary association for illegal purposes. Societies were required to in
form the local police of the "day, hour, place and subject" of every meet
ing of the general assembly of members, which of course could discuss
only subjects directly related to the society's activity. Placed under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of the Interior, charitable societies, like most
others, were required to submit annual reports to it,61 Whenever a gover
nor suspected subversive activity or a threat to "public safety or morality,"
the Ministry could close any meeting of a society and suspend its opera
tions. 62 The question of who had the authority to close a society - the
Governor, the Minister of the Interior, or the Committee of Ministers 
aroused some confusion, however. The provision in the 1897 rules and
the model charters is ambiguous, but seems to imply that this was the right
of the Minister of the Interior. In a report written in March 1905, the
Ministry's Main Administration on Matters of Local Economy insisted
that by law only the Committee of Ministers could order a private society
closed; but the report also acknowledged that in practice governors had
been closing societies upon their own authority.63
In other respects the model charters offered charitable societies con
siderable latitude and autonomy. With the exception of the proscribed
groups mentioned above, membership could be open or restricted to
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people of either sex and any rank, occupation or religion. The model
charter for general-purpose societies also allowed them to limit their aid
to poor people of one sex or religion, or to a certain needy group.
(Societies to aid needy students in most cases gave assistance to students
at a particular institution.) The Empire's non-Russian minorities, par
ticularly the Jewish population, did not hesitate to take advantage of these
provisions. Almost one half of the societies opening in 1898, for example,
were Jewish charities. Catholics, Lutherans and Muslims, too, used the
model charters to establish charities for fellow believers. 64
In the case of general-purpose societies, the model charter's sections
defining a society's purpose and charitable work offered founders consid
erable latitude to design methods of aid as they wished. As long as they
obtained government permission, societies could open a variety of
charitable institutions. At the same time, the model charter included an
optional section on how to "individualize" assistance by organizing district
guardianships (popechitel'stva) to investigate needy cases, thus attempting
to persuade charities to adopt modern, rational techniques.
Evidently the Ministry did not place much faith Russians' knowledge
and experience of voluntary associations, however, for the model charters
spelled out in detail how a society should be governed. Ultimate authority
was vested in the general assembly of members. Meeting at least once a
year, the general assembly approved the society's annual reports and
budget, elected the board of directors, and decided other matters of major
importance like the acquisition of property. (Societies based on the
model charters could own property and exercise the rights of juridical
personality.) The board of directors, not the membership at large, elected
the society's chairman, vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer, and ran its
day-to-dayoperations. The charters also spelled out the responsibilities of
the officers, set the size of quorums, and explained the procedure for
closing the society.
In the opinion of both pre-revolutionary and Soviet scholars, the
model charters contributed little to expanding Russian society's right of
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association, One Soviet writer has characterized them as a "reliable in
strument" which enabled the autocracy to hold public initiative under
"unremitting control.,,65 While the founders of a society that adopted a
model charter now needed to travel only as far as the provincial
governor's office, they were not guaranteed automatic confirmation.
Local and central authorities still had complete discretion to refuse per
mission, without having to explain their reasons to the founders. 66
Moreover, despite the confusion over which branch of the government
had the authority to close a society once and for all, the governor's right
to close down meetings and force a society to suspend its operations rein
forced the power of the local administration over private initiative.
Balanced against this negative assessment, however, is the autocracy's
general approval of "socially useful" associations like charities, reflected
most strongly in the pro-charity bias of bureaucrats Maksimov and Kabat,
the authors of the model charters. Furthermore, Russians were inex
perienced (through no fault of their own, one might add) in the skills of
organizing and running an association, and arguably needed some
guidance. Some groups were probably frustrated by the constraints the
model charters imposed. In general, however, the popular model charters
contributed greatly to the surge of voluntarism that characterized late
Imperial Russian society.

Regulating and Monitoring Private Charity
Charitable organizations before 1905 were subject not only to the
provisions of their charters, but also to laws and regulations governing
private charity. Some laws clearly aimed at encouraging charitable giving.
Others, seeking to supervise the finances and activities of organized
charity, were often honored in the breach. However vexatious some
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government regulations must have been, they do not seem to have erected
serious obstacles to the beneficent impulses of most Russian subjects.
According to civil law, Russians were free to donate or bequeath
property for charitable purposes, and to designate the specific uses of their
donations. Some government agencies and institutions, like the social
welfare boards, had to receive government permission to accept a con
tribu tion, but zemstvos and town governments did not. The Ministries
were supposed to keep records of donations, and to bring particularly
significant ones to the attention of the Tsar, who might grant special recog
nition to the donor. 67 An archaic law, still on the books in the late
nineteenth century, imposed one curious restriction. Before a donation
could be accepted, the donor's character had to be investigated, "since
depraved [porochnye] people can make a gift with the aim of receiving an
award from the government, and thus cover their previous deeds in order
to be compared with outstanding people in society." Donations from
people with a shady past, therefore, could not be accepted. 68 It seems
unlikely that this law was consistently enforced, however, and in 1905 the
Senate decided that it did not apply to people who made donations to
zemstvos. 69
The law also guaranteed to donors that their gifts would be imple
mented according to their intentions. The original designation of a dona
tion could be changed only with the permission of the donor or, if he were
dead, the Tsar.70 The government considered this guarantee necessary for
maintaining the flow of donations, which was critical since donations con
stituted the single largest source of funds for poor relief in the Empire.
Problems naturally arose, as when bequests became outdated, or relatives
contested a will, or a bequest named no specific beneficiary; then, the
courts or civil authorities sometimes took over. One writer, observing a
decline in charitable bequests in 1910, blamed it on inadequate protection
of donors' interests. 71 Nevertheless, the government appears to have
taken its duty to donors seriously. In 1902, for example, the Economic
Department turned down a petition from the town council of
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Poshekhon'ia to use more than 25,000 rubles, originally donated to pay
state taxes for poor town residents, to establish a school. "Steadfast obser
vance of the will of donors," it wrote, "is especially necessary since a lack
of confidence by donors in the fulfillment of their will can result in
decreasing contributions for charitable needs."n
Charitable organizations also enjoyed certain tax privileges. Property
donated or bequeathed to charitable, religious and other socially useful
organizations, or to the state or local government for charitable or educa
tional purposes, was free from gift and inheritance taxes.73 Charities were
also exempt from the stamp tax (gerbovyi sbor), and those supported by the
central or local government had franking privileges. 74 The social welfare
boards, local governments, children's asylums and a number of privileged
charities, like the Imperial Philanthropic Society and the Red Cross, did
not have to pay purchase taxes (krepostnye poshliny) on property pur
chased for their charitable institutions. 75 Private charitable societies and
institutions enjoyed the rights, granted in their individual charters, of
property ownership and juridical personality.I''
By law all charities were supposed to submit annual reports to the
Ministry of the Interior. 77 The Ministry encountered repeated difficulties
in trying to enforce this law, however. Circulars to governors in 1867,
1873 and 1877 reminded them of their duty to enforce this ob~ation,
which, the Ministry found, many societies continued to ignore.
The
Ministry's concern over violations of this law intensified in the 1890s. In
early 1892, in the midst of the famine, the Ministry ordered governors to
collect the reports of all charities in their provinces and send them to the
Ministry.79 Compliance with this order seems once again to have been
lax; one of the greatest obstacles the Grot Commission on Poor Law
Reform encountered was the lack of information on the state of charity in
the Em8ire. Nor did additional reminders in 1897 yield significant
results. 8
In 1898 the Economic Department issued special printed forms for the
reports, and ruled that the completed forms must be submitted, in Russian
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81
only, no later than six months following the report year.
The Ministry
soon discovered, however, that even when charities used the new forms,
they allowed themselves considerable latitude in how and what to
82
report.
A 1902 circular complained that societies and institutions were
sending in their reports only after long delays, which prevented the Minis
try from keeping accurate and complete information on private charity.
This time the Ministry asked governors to warn charities that by neglecting
to submit timely reports they were violating the law, and could be
83
closed.
As more and more private societies and institutions opened
every year, the situation clearly threatened to get out of hand, with the
Ministry unable to keep any accurate records. According to one source, an
investigation at the Ministry in 1904 discovered that only half of all
charitable societies had turned in reports. 84
There seems to have been no one reason why so many private charities
failed to submit their annual reports, even under threat of being closed.
When the governor of Eniseisk and the commandant of St. Petersburg
questioned societies and institutions that owed reports, they unearthed a
variety of excuses. Some associations replied that the law did not pertain
to them, because their charters did not mention it, or they served other
purposes than charity, or their funds came entirely from one
philanthropist. Others explained that their report was still at the printer'S,
or had not yet been presented to the general assembly of members, or the
officers were away on summer vacations. Whatever the excuse or pretext,
these charities do not seem to have taken the law very seriously, and in
some cases jealously guarded their autonomy from close government
scrutiny.85
Other government regulations on charities related to specific aspects
of their operation. Generally charitable associations did not enjoy the
freedom to open an institution or other kind of enterprise whenever or
however they wished; they had to obtain official permission for each new
enterprise and obey existing government regulations, for example on
public reading rooms. One particularly anachronistic law required a
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newly founded private charitable institution to adhere to the rules for that
kind of institution in the Statute on Public Assistance. Most of these rules
on almshouses, orphanages, etc. dated from the creation of the social
welfare boards in 1775; the Statute contained no rules on more modern
types of institutions.f" Another law, dating from 1817 and also never
repealed, stated that a charitable institution could not open until it pos
sessed all the funds necessary to support it, without relying on "lotteries
and other accidental and uncertain revenues.,,87
Both laws were usually honored in the breach. According to Mak
simov, most charitable institutions only came into being by counting on
lotteries and other "accidental and uncertain" sources of funds, without
necessarily having amassed enough capital to ensure their permanent ex
istence. Originally, it seems, these laws had been intended as much to
guide a population inexperienced in voluntary action as to constrain it.
Regardless of whether they were consistently enforced, however, the con
tinued existence of such obsolete regulations, in Maksimov's opinion,
hindered private initiative, especially the development of innovative types
of institutions adapted to diverse local needs. 88
Public assemblies of various kinds, organized by charities to raise
funds , caused the government particular headaches. Russian law required
individuals and societies to obtain permission from the local police for
every concert, theatrical, ball or other public event. This restriction evi
dently did not prevent people from using charitable events as covers for
political meetings, however. The frequency of this practice is unknown,
but on occasion it aroused considerable alarm. In 1882, when the
autocracy was still haunted by the assassination of Alexander II and the
seemingly ubiquitous power of the People's Will terrorist organization
(then in fact greatly weakened), the Department of Police issued a stern
circular to the provincial governors. Charity fund-raising events, it warned,
were being used "very often" to disguise attempts to collect funds for
"criminal", revolutionary purposes. Governors were ordered to follow
new rules for the operation of public performances for charity, which
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included making a special appointee of the governor responsible for dis
bursing all the net proceeds to the intended beneficiaries. In addition,
students were forbidden to organize public events. The government thus
hoped to prevent the use of charity benefits to raise money for
revolutionaries, political prisoners or exiles.89
Subsequent police circulars tell a familiar story 'of government ineffec
tualness and frustration. The local authorities, charged the Department of
Police in 1887, had not taken the earlier warnings and prohibitions
seriously, and were granting permission for public events too readily.
Money was still falling into the hands of "revolutionary agitators" because
university students were being allowed to organize associations (zem
liachestva - societies of people from the same area) and benefits, osten
sibly for charity but in fact to raise money for political prisoners and exiles.
Often, to get permission for the fund-raising events, they obtained the
cooperation of a prominent, political~ reliable citizen to provide the
necessary cover to deceive the police.' A third circular in 1889 warned
of charity benefits being used to raise funds for Jews and other political
unreliables to finance their studies abroad, where they became infected
with revolutionary ideas. 91 In 1901 and again in 1904 the police renewed
their criticisms of governors for "frequently" ignoring the 1882 rules and
maintaining lax supervision over private societies. Circulars warned of the
necessity of strict vigilance over charity benefits and all other activities of
private societies. 92
/. The tsarist police also feared that public charity benefits, if not strictly
regulated, could provide a platform for oppositionist propaganda as well
as a cover for raising funds for revolutionaries. In 1895 the Department
of Police wrote to the Economic Department urging that all charters in
clude tighter rules on the presentation of plays, concerts, and literary read
ings by charities. Such events should be allowed only with the permission
of the local police, and a seat must be reserved for its representative.
Only plays, verses, stories or music passed by the censor should be per
mitted, and in the case of literary readings additional permission must be
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requested each time from the trustee of the school district. While ac
quiescing to the Department's fears, the Economic Department's reply
did not demonstrate deep concern. 93
The Department of Police and the Economic Department also parted
ways over the problem of monitoring other common - and legal - ac
tivities conducted by charitable associations. Correspondence between
the two departments within the Ministry of the Interior reveals sharp dis
agreement about the latitude that should be granted to organized charity.
In 1899 the Department of Police, which still reviewed charters submitted
for confirmation, sent the Minister a memo repeating its frequent objec
tions to allowing charities to open libraries, reading rooms, literacy cour
ses and other educational activities, or to establish workshops and other
enterprises to provide employment and occupational training. Such ac
tivities, the Department warned, were particularly dangerous in the non
Russian areas of the Empire, where charities often used educational ac
tivities to promote ethnic separatism. These charities were also difficult
to control since the Ministries of the Interior and Education shared
authority over them. Thus they were usually left to themselves, "which is
extremely undesirable. ,,94
At first, the Department of Police's complaints were rejected. The
Economic Department replied for the Minister in a response strongly
influenced by Maksimov, who was still in charge of the office for charity
and public assistance. The Economic Department's reply stated that the
Ministry usually had no objections to charities conducting educational and
vocational work. The existing requirements, reiterated in the 1897 model
charters, that societies must obtain permission before holding a public
event or ~ening an institution, and adhere to existing regulations, were
sufficient.
(In 1898, however, probably in response to the Department
of Police's repeated complaints, the Economic Department prohibited
societies assisting needy students from establishing libraries and reading
rooms. 96 ) The Minister of the Interior added that dual ministerial control
did not pose any problem since 'locally control was concentrated in the
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hands of the governor. 97 In a note of his own, Maksimov went further to
complain that the Department of Police held up the flow of paperwork in
his section by making such objections to draft charters. The Economic
Department, he claimed, should have sole authority to make changes in
draft charters; the Department of Police should review only the lists of
founders. 98
In the end, victory went to the Department of Police. Shortly before
this correspondence began, the reactionary Sipiagin replaced the relatively
liberal Goremykin as Minister. After apparently wavering between the
two departments for several months, Sipiagin finally agreed with the
Department of Police that charitable associations should not engage in
educational work.99 At about the same time the Economic Department
lost its staunch defender of voluntarism, Maksimov, who transferred to
another state agency, the Guardianship of Work Relief.
This incident, together with the accompanying change in Ministry per
sonnel, suggests that from 1900 the government tightened the bonds
around private organized charity. Yet any significant impact is hard to
discern. In siding with the Department of Police, Sipiagin granted its
request that henceforth charities would have to request official permission
before holding public readings and lectures or opening schools, libraries,
and similar enterprises. This was nothing new, however. The model
charters already contained these provisions; they had never given charities
the freedom to open institutions on their own. Societies assisting needy
students had been barred from establishing libraries as early as 1898.
More to the point, the Department of Police's apparent victory did not
prevent charities from opening every year between 1900 and 1905 in great
numbers and diversity.
The financial affairs of organized charity also caused the government
concern, but for different reasons. Then as now, organized charity
provided fertile ground for financial mismanagement, fraud and embez
zlement. Cases of both petty and spectacular malfeasance regularly oc
curred and often provided sensational newspaper copy. The public evi
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dently enjoyed stories that unmasked the deceit and greed lurking under
the self-righteous, virtuous countenance of charity. In addition to its
determination to uncover and prevent this kind of crime, the Ministry of
the Interior shared the worry of charity leaders outside the government
that financial abuses harmed not only the good causes themselves, but
public trust in charity in general.
Although charities were required to obtain official permission for
fundraising drives and lotteries, and follow detailed regulations on how
they were to be conducted, these events repeatedly caused trouble.
Agents employed by charities to collect subscriptions, for example, some
times pocketed fifty to ninety percent as their fee. Lottery tickets to
benefit institutions were peddled for prices higher than what was printed
on them. Other, sometimes quite imaginative fundraising practices, such
as selling calendars, insignia pins, portraits of the Imperial family, or book
lets with coupons for discounts at certain stores, caused the government
equal concern. IOO The biggest culprits were often prominent charities that
enjoyed state connections or the patronage of a member of the Imperial
family; they possessed the resources to conduct nation-wide drives and the
prestige to obtain the cooperation of the local authorities and the respect
of local residents.
One frequent offender was the Petersburg Society for the Care of Poor
IOI
and Sick Children, which enjoyed the patronage of a Grand Duchess.
According to a report by the provincial governor, one of its members
arrived in Kiev in October of 1901 to collect contributions. He was ob
served staying in one of the best hotels in the city, "riding around in smart
cabs, and spending time in the evenings in night clubs [uveselitel'nykh
zavedeniiakh]." The same man, this time working for another prominent
charity that had attracted suspicion before, showed up several months
later in Orenburg. Thanks in part to his "extreme familiarity [razviaznost1"
he collected more than 3,000 rubles in two days, then proceeded to lose
900 of it at cards. I 02 These and other cases from a collection of governors'
reports from 1901 and 1902 on suspicious fundraising practices paint a
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picture of the Russian provinces aswarm with self-proclaimed agents of
aggressive charities, bilking a gullible population. 103 The Ministry went so
far as to publish a lengthy warni~ to the public in the government
newspaper, Pravitel'stvennyi Vestnik.1 Yet the problems clearly persisted,
for the Ministry issued still more circulars and rules on public fundraising
in the decade before World War 1. 105

National Minorities and Charitable Associations
Although government policy on the founding of charitable and other
societies generally became looser in the late nineteenth and early twen
tieth centuries, the autocracy's response to charities organized by national
minorities became increasingly repressive, as its campaign of Russification
intensified. 106 The autocracy had three major objections with respect to
minority charitable activity. The first problem was, in the government's
somewhat twisted interpretation, one of equity as well as control. The
spontaneous movement to organize charities and other voluntary associa
tions was so much greater among some ethnic groups than among Or
thodox Russians that it quickly slipped away from government control, .
with the result that minorities enjoyed greater privileges and autonomy in
their public life than Russians. More important, the government believed
that such activity undermined national assimilation and Russification;
voluntary associations tended to perpetuate national identity. Finally, the
autocracy feared, and sometimes with good reason, that national
minorities used charitable societies as fronts for separatist, anti-govern
ment organizing. A look at the national groups that gave the autocracy
the most trouble - the Jews, the Poles and the Armenians - illustrates
these concerns.
Jewish communities in the Empire had a long tradition of caring for
their needy without interference from the Russian state. An 1835 statute
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turned this tradition into a formal obligation, though the government sel
dom enforced it. The same statute gave Jewish communities permission
to open their own charitable institutions, but extended no government
control over them. Successive attempts to place Jewish charitable activity
under some kind of control, either by the social welfare boards or councils
of religious and communal leaders established at synagogues, had little
impact. After studying Jewish charities in the Empire, the Ministry of the
Interior concluded in 1863 that the extraordinary diversity of their func
tions made it impossible to subject them to general rules. In effect,
nineteenth-century Jewish congregations enjoyed an opportunity, granted
to them by Russian law, to establish charities outside the regular govern
ment procedures for voluntary associations, and without officially ap
proved charters - in effect, to establish illegal associations.107
This abnormal situation, the subject of debate in a government com
mission on Jews in 1883-1888, presented the autocracy with a dilemma.
On the one hand, some argued, Jewish charities served a positive purpose
by freeing the government from the effort and expense of caring for needy
Jews (although its willingness and ability to do so had there been no
organized Jewish philanthropy are highly questionable). On the other
hand, the existence of so many unofficial - indeed, illegal - charities
placed Jews in a privileged position, enjoying wider rights than other na
tional groups. The great "secrecy" in which they operated also alarmed
the government. This made it impossible to collect accurate information
on them, control them, or prevent financial abuses and violations of the
law. Finally, their existence hindered assimilation, and perpetuated the
"tribal isolation iplemennaia zqmknutost'[ and bond among Jews, harmful
to state and public interests.,,108
Nevertheless, until the end of the century the autocracy left Jewish
charity largely alone. The shreds of local autonomy granted to Jewish
communities were put to good use. The Pale of Settlement and Poland
were covered with small societies, brotherhoods and institutions. Since so
many of them, perhaps the majority, existed unofficially, it is virtually
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impossible to make more than an approximate estimate of their num
l09
ber.
The Jewish Colonization Society (EKO) counted almost two
thousand charities in 1898.110
The publication of the model charters in 1897 forced the issue of
widespread unofficial voluntary activity by Jews. The response to the
model charters in the Pale was enormous, for they allowed Jewish groups
to establish legal associations, and granted considerable freedom to desig
nate membership requirements, beneficiaries and activities, while seeming
to promise virtually automatic confirmation. Almost half (43 out of 90) of
the charitable societies which opened in 1898 on the basis of the model
. .
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carter
restncte
err aiid to Jews. 111
These societies sometimes interpreted charity broadly, to encompass
education, medical care, mutual aid and self-help.11Z Evidently the model
charters, especially the one for general-purpose charitable societies, were
being used to gain legitimacy for endeavors that might not otherwise have
received government permission. "Because the eleemosynary societies
were more easily licensed by the state," writes one historian of the Pale,
"all other communal activities adopted this classification. The entire sys
tem of autonomous institutions was actually built under the aegis of
charity.,,113
From the late 1890s the autocracy made a number of efforts to control
and curtail exclusively Jewish charity.114 Initially, the Ministry of the In
terior let Jewish charities based on the model charters open without
hindrance. Then a "confidential" circular to governors in September,
1898 signaled the first doubts by the government. The circular acknow
ledged that the model charter for general charitable societies allowed
them to restrict their aid to people of a particular nationality or religion.
Therefore the many societies established to assist only Jews were perfectly
legal. Such societies went against "state interests," however, by promoting
.the "isolation" and "estrangement" (otdalenie) of the Jewish population.
Their legality notwithstanding, the Ministry had decided to forbid the es
tablishment of exclusively Jewish charitable societies based on the model
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charter outside of the Pale. Jews outside the Pale could still open
charitable societies based on the model charter, provided they did not
restrict their membership or beneficiaries to Jews alone .115
The experience of a group of Jews in the town of Velikie Luki, in the
non-Pale province of Pskov, illustrates the impact of the change in policy.
The group sought to establish a charitable society, based on the model
charter for general-purpose charitable societies, to assist people regard
less of their religion. Even though this initiative did not violate the Sep
tember, 1898 circular, the governor rejected the petition. When the Min
istry supported the governor's decision, the group filed a complaint with
the Senate. After two years, the Senate finally responded by affirming the
Ministry's action. 116 Most other governors appear to have shared the
Pskov governor's vigilance, for according a study of Jewish charity at the
turn of the century, only three charitable societies based on the model
charter opened outside the Pale. 117
From 1900 the Ministry, under new and more conservative leadership,
further tightened restrictions on Jewish charities based on the model
charter. An intraministerial letter from the Economic Department in
1900 expressed opposition to societies which allowed only Jews to be
members, and especially to those proposing to give out loans (a function
not included in the model charter, but popular with Jewish charities).118
Thus at this time it became common practice for the Ministry to forbid the
119
formation of Jewish charitable societies even within the Pale.
The ar
chives contain a number of petitions to the Senate from Jewish groups in
the Pale protesting the governors' rejection of their petitions to found
charitable associations based on the model charter with the purpose of
assisting onli)Jews. In all the cases the Ministry and the Senate upheld the
governors."
Provincial governors seem to have differed, however, in how they fol
lowed the signals from St. Petersburg. In some areas of the Pale, the
restrictive policy was rigorously enforced. General M. I. Dragomirov,
Governor-General of Kiev, Podolia and Volynia from 1898 to 1905, exer
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cised particular zeal in circumscribing the rights of the local Jewish
population; consequently, no charitable societies based on the model
charter for general-purpose charities opened in these three provinces. Of
ficial policy in the southern region of the Pale, however, where thirty-nine
charities based on the model charter were permitted to open, appears to
have been more relaxed. 121
Fears of anti-tsarist nationalist movements prompted the autocracy to
be particularly sensitive to charities established by other important
minorities. The autocracy suspected that national groups were using
charitable societies, which were relatively easy to form especially after the
introduction of model charters, as fronts for separatist activities, especially
education in national language and history. The government's fears were
often well-grounded, especially with respect to the Poles and the Ar
menians, the two ethnic groups whose charities caused the tsarist police
the biggest headaches.
After two major Polish rebellions during the nineteenth century, it is
hardly surprising that the autocracy approached most public initiatives in
Poland with suspicion. Repression of Polish voluntary organizations, in
cluding charities, increased during the second half of the century, reaching
a peak at the turn of the century. After 1870 all charities were subor
dinated to a newly established Municipal Council of Public Charity in
Warsaw, and similar councils in each Polish province. Chaired by the
Warsaw Governor-General or provincial governor and dominated by Rus
sian officials, the councils maintained tight control over the management
of the hospitals and charities under their jurisdiction. Approval of the
Ministry of the Interior was required before any charity could accept a
donation or bequest. 122 Yet even this system was not foolproof, as a case
involving one of the region's most prominent charities revealed. The War
saw Charitable Society, a venerable organization dating from 1814, ran
twenty-six reading rooms in 1891. There, "[u]nder the guise of propagat
ing reading skills they engaged in clandestine teaching of national history
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and the Polish la~uage." The reading rooms were closed by the
1
authorities in 1892.
Already suspicious of even charitable initiatives by the incorrigible
Poles, the autocracy increased its vigilance after the introduction of the
two model charters for charitable societies in 1897. The move to impose
restrictions on the implementation of the model charters in Poland
originated with the Warsaw Governor-General in the Spring of 1898.
Citing the case of the Warsaw Charitable Society's reading rooms, the
Governor-General proposed to the Minister of the Interior that Polish
charitable societies adopting the model charters be deprived the oppor
tunity, allowed by the charters, to distribute books and open reading
rooms. Chairmen and other officers of these charities, he added, should
be confirmed by the local governor. Any instructions issued by the
general assemblies of societies to members should also be confirmed by
the governor, "since by means of such instructions basic provisions of the
charter could be changed without attracting notice." Charities established
in the city of Warsaw should be confirmed by the Governor-General, not
the governor. Finally, the Governor-General insisted that virtually all the
business and correspondence of societies be conducted in Russian. Mini
ster of the Interior Goremykin acceded to all of these proposals. 124
The third major ethnic group whose charitable activity attracted spe
cial government attention was the Armenians. As far back as 1883,
suspicions that members of the Armenian Charitable Society participated
in the Armenian nationalist movement had led to an Imperial order
prohibiting new Armenian charities and subjecting existing ones to police
surveillance. Armenian societies were required to submit not only yearly
but also monthly reports to governors. Finally, the order decreed that any
society that deviated from strictly charitable activity would be closed. 125
In the late 1890s, with an upsurge in Armenian nationalist activity and
the arrival of the Armenophobe Prince Golitsyn as Governor-General of
the Caucasus , Armenian organizations, including charities, once again
came under fire. Golitsyn accused four well-established, wealthy
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charities, including the long-suspect Armenian Charitable Society, of sup
porting schools, libraries and other educational activities instead of help
ing the poor, in order to spread ethnic awareness and build Armenian
solidarity. "Government interests," Goli tsyn pointed out, "...cannot be
served by the distribution of Armenian publications, which serve to im
pede the convergence [sblizenie] of the local population and Russian
nationality."l26 A number of the officers of these societies were known to
be anti-government Armenian nationalists, suspected of ties with the
revolutionary movement. Golitsyn asked for permission to close the four
charities and to prohibit the establishment of any new societies in the
. 1e natrona
.
1 group or re 1"igion. 127
C aucasus devote d to a sing
The director of the Ministry's Department of Police turned down this
request, however. All of the activities to which Golitsyn objected - as
sisting only Armenians, conducting educational work, opening local
branches - were entirely legal, he declared, since they were permitted by
the officially sanctioned charters for these societies. True, there existed
strong reasons to suspect that these societies were involved with the Ar
menian revolutionary movement, but even the head of the gendarmes in
Tiflis admitted that he had no concrete proof. In the absence of clear
evidence of illegal activity, the director concluded, the societies could not
be closed. l28 Goremykin, in his reply to Golitsyn, seconded this view and
added that if the government closed all four societies at once, it might
spark unrest and demonstrations. 129 Yet the Minister did support the
Governor-General's suggestion on how to implement the model charter
for general-purpose charitable societies in the Caucasus. All groups wish
ing to adopt the charter as the basis for an association devoted to a single
religious or ethnic population had to get the approval of the Governor
General as well as the provincial governors. l3O
As the preceding cases demonstrate, the government often acted to
repress charitable activity when its suspicions were aroused or its policy of
Russification jeopardized. From the 1890s a number of no doubt irksome
restrictions on charitable activity by ethnic minorities accumulated, espe
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cially with respect to the model charters. Yet even here it is difficult to
discern a consistent, coherent policy against charitable organizing by
minorities. Sometimes the Ministry of the Interior acted on the warnings
issued by its Department of Police or local agents, but at other times it
adhered to its notions of legality. Neither the Warsaw Charitable Society
nor the Armenian Charitable Society, for example, was closed , although
both appear to have been using charity to disguise separatist activities.
Why not make all non-Russian societies conduct their business in Russian,
instead of only Polish charities? Why not simply ban the use of the model
charters in the troublesome borderlands, or restrict them to ethnic Rus
sians only? The absence of Ministerial leadership helps to explain the
inconsistent policy. There is no evidence, for example, of any discussion
during the drafting of the model charters on how they might be used or
misused by ethnic minorities. Once again, government policy was formed
on a case by case basis: the Ministry usually acted only when vigilant
provincial authorities asked it to do so. The case of charitable activity by
national minorities in the Empire once again casts doubt on the
autocracy's ability to control and channel the outpouring of voluntarism in
the late Imperial period.

The 1905 Revolution and Voluntary Associations
At first glance 1905 appears to mark a sharp break in the autocracy's
policy towards voluntary associations. The demands of the liberal and
radical opposition movements forced the government onto a course of
greater and greater concessions, until in the Imperial Manifesto of Oc
tober 17, 1905, it granted Russians the rights of freedom of assembly and
. .
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implement these rights have a hollow ring. Like so many of the conces
sions forced upon the government during the year, the new rules issued
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for voluntary associations borrowed heavily from established government
practice under the guise of a break with the past. For charitable societies
in particular, 1905 was a year of only minor significance.
The autocracy's first steps to broaden the right of association belong to
the series of half-measures it took during the initial period of the Revolu
tion to win over, unsuccessfully as it turned out, at least the liberal opposi
tion. Typically, they took the form of a Ministerial circular rather than a
law. On April 26, 1905 Minister of the Interior Bulygin informed gover
nors of new rules for confirming social clubs and those "socially useful"
societies it considered innocuous - artistic, sport, temperance, library,
animal protection and charitable associations. In effect, the circular only
generalized the policy embodied in the model charters. Governors and
city commandants received the authority to approve draft charters for new
associations of these kinds, as long as the charters adhered to rules laid
down in the circular. Only these rules were obligatory; the charters could
contain anything else that was not against the law or established ad
ministrative rules . The 1905 rules themselves simply reiterated the Min
istry's requirements, first clarified in the April 1897 rules and repeated in
all subsequent model charters, on membership, fundraising, governance,
and the closing of societies. Societies founded exclusively or largely by
Jews could not be approved by the new procedure. In fact, governors
could still refuse to approve a society even if it adhered to the rules, with
the final decision in the hands of the Ministry. The Ministry, upon the
governor's recommendation, had the authority to close a society for anti
. .
.
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government activity at any time.
This kind of phony liberalization made little impression against the
waves of anti-government protests and demonstrations that continued
during the summer and fall of 1905. Finally, the October Manifesto
promised Russians basic civil rights. One of the measures the government
subsequently took to fulfill these promises was the publication of "Tem
porary Rules" on March 4, 1906, for assemblies, societies, trade unions
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and employers' associations. The Rules were the first general law on
associations in Russian history.
The March 1906 Rules for societies were an awkward combination of
the rules issued the preceding April, based primarily on long-established
government practice, and French and German law on associations. Al
though Article 2 stated that societies could be organized without seeking
the government's permission, the rules that followed severely cir
cumscribed this right. 133 The Rules established two types of associations.
The first, established simply by registering intent with the authorities,
needed neither a charter nor official permission; but it did not possess the
rights of property ownership or juridical personality. The second type
enjoyed these rights, but had to have a charter confirmed by the local
authorities. In the eyes of contemporary critics, the difference was more
apparent than real; "with a charter or without a charter," wrote one legal
scholar right after the Rules were issued, "not one society can come into
existence without the permission of the administration at the risk of ex
tremely serious punishments for its participants.,,134
The new procedure for registering or obtaining permission for an as
sociation also retained important features of past practice. Under a new
name the provincial governor and Ministry of the Interior continued to
exercise undiluted authority. The 1906 Rules created new provincial
bureaus on societies (prisutstviia po delam ob obshchestvakh), made up of
representatives from the local nobility, courts, zemstvo and municipal
government.135 As chairman, however, the governor controlled the
bureau. If he disagreed with a majority decision, he could reverse it pend
ing the outcome of his appeal to the Minister of the Interior. His chancel
lary submitted its own reports on applications and draft charters to the
bureau on societies; and as one critic remarked, the other members of the
bureau, busy with their own official responsibilities, could be expected to
defer to the governor's office, with its greater information and ex
136
In making their decision about a proposed association, the
perience.
governor and his office were more likely to follow the Ministry's long
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standing policies, reflected in the model charters and rules of April 1897
and April 1905, than any new-fangled notions of constitutional rights and
guarantees.
The 1906 Rules also reinforced the governors' authority to suspend
societies upon suspicion of anti-government activity, a violation of public
order or morality, or any deviations from the approved charter. The
bureau on societies also had the right to close a society completely. Meet
ings of the bureaus were not public, although people involved in the mat
ter under consideration were supposed to be informed of the hearing and
could attend and present oral arguments. To be sure, the 1906 Rules
allowed a society's founders or representatives to appeal a decision of the
bureau on societies to the Senate; but this appeal had to be submitted to
the bureau and conveyed to the Senate by the governor, with his explana
tion of the case. Upon close examination, all roads in the 1906 Rules
seem to lead to the governor's office. 137
It is difficult to discern a consistent pattern in the way both the local
authorities and the public responded to the 1906 Rules. Fragmentary
reports suggest that the bureaus on societies often acted arbitrarily. Ac
cording to one account, the Moscow city bureau rejected in a single meet
ing a number of proposed societies with no relation to politics, including
. an d si
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the Ministry of the Interior that it had rejected all five of the charters
presented to it in the first six months after the Rules were issued. 139 The
Senate received a number of complaints about the bureaus - for rejecting
charters on various pretexts, failing to inform founders or officers of
societies about hearings concerning their societies, and interfering in
societies' internal affairs. l 4D
Little information is available on how the Temporary Rules on
Societies of 1906 affected the Empire's national minorities. It seems high
ly unlikely, however, that the opportunities for national minorities to open
legal charitable and other associations widened to any significant degree.
After the rebellions in the borderlands during 1905-1906, the autocracy
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was probably even more suspicious of public initiatives in these areas. In
addition, by shifting the authority for approving associations to the gover
nors and their subordinates, the Rules enhanced the power of conservative
officials like Kiev Governor-General Dragomirov and Governor-General
of the Caucasus Golitsyn, while they diminished the buffering role that
central Ministry officials like Maksimov had sometimes been able to play.
Yet governors' reports to the Ministry reveal that in many provinces at
least some societies based on the 1906 Rules opened during the remaining
months of the year. Their diversity is striking: charities, mutual aid
societies, drama and literary clubs, cooperatives, unions of artisans, skilled
workers and professionals, and many others, occasionally in great num
bers. In Ekaterinoslav province, forty-four trade unions opened between
March and October. 141 According Ministry records, at least two hundred
charities were opened by Russians and minority groups during 1910-1912
142
on the basis of the 1906 Rules.
The leading pre-revolutionary scholar
of voluntary associations, making a "preliminary count" of societies that
opened between 1906 and 1909 on the basis of the 1906 Rules , came up
. h a staggenng,
. 4 801 societies,
. . 143
WIt
It also appears that the 1906 Temporary Rules allowed considerably
more latitude than the government had intended or desired. In early 1908
an interministerial committee began work on a new, permanent law on
associations. The draft law, completed in 1910, reflected considerable
dissatisfaction with the 1906 Rules. It increased the powers of the gover
nors and police over voluntary associations of all kinds, but particularly
political and religious associations and trade unions. The 1910 draft rules
for societies and unions also reflected continued concern over associations
formed by national minorities. They required all societies to use only the
Russian language in all of their affairs, and prohibited societies in all
non-Russian areas - Poland, the western provinces, the Baltic provinces,
the Caucasus and Central Asia - from owning real property without spe
cial permission. At the same time, the legislation proposed measures to
correct some of the arbitrariness and inconsistency for which the bureaus
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on societies were notorious. The legislative project finally reached the
Council of Ministers in 1914, but was dropped when war broke out. 144
The 1906 Rules did not replace the other procedures for chartering a
voluntary association in the post-1905 period. Many groups chose the new
procedure. Others, however, still preferred the route of model charters,
which the Ministry of the Interior continued to issue as late as 1915, when
it confirmed one for sport and gymnastic societies. Although both routes
met at the governor's office, adopting a model charter seems to have
entailed less red tape and obstructionism from the local authorities. Un
fortunately, no statistics exist on the numbers of societies opened on the
basis of model charters in the Rost-1905 period to show whether this was
in fact the preferred procedure.145 Still another route existed through the
state charitable agencies, the Department of the Institutions of Empress
Maria and the Guardianship of Work Relief, which had the authority to
confirm charters for societies and institutions coming under their jurisdic
tion. Finally, if the founders of a charitable society or institution re
quested special privileges or pursued aims that did not fit with either the
1906 Rules or a model charter, they could still send their charters to a
Ministry or even, through the Council of Ministers, to the Tsar.146
Despite their limitations, the Rules unquestionably expanded
Russians' opportunities for voluntary association. All kinds of societies
were recognized as legal, including trade unions and political parties, ex
cept those pursuing aims contrary to "public morality" or "threateni~
public peace and safety," and political societies directed from abroad. 1
Groups wishing to establish a previously proscribed type of association
might have benefited from the Rules. Charities gained little, however.
On the one hand, charitable associations had long enjoyed a relatively
privileged position in government policy, which had enabled them to
proliferate in great diversity. On the other hand, in the post-1905 period
the government did not change the various existing laws and regulations
governing private charity described above. The 1906 Rules continued to
require that when societies organized fundraising events and similar ac-'
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tivities particularly important to charitable associations, they had to con
form to existing laws and administrative niles.
In a legal sense, then, the 1905 Revolution and the 1906 Rules did not
have a dramatic impact on the development of voluntarism, particularly in
the field of charity. Nevertheless the post-1905 period was extremely im
portant for Russian voluntarism. As the numbers of local voluntary as
sociations continued to grow rapidly, new forms of voluntarism at the
national level presented new challenges to the government's abilities to
maintain control. Greater autonomy from government tutelage and
greater sophistication in methods and goals characterized many of the
voluntary initiatives after the Revolution.
One of the most striking and important features of the period between
1905 and 1917 was the organization of numerous national unions and
congresses of professionals and activists of many kinds. In the field of
charity a national body, the All-Russian Union of Institutions, Societies
and Activists in Public and Private Welfare, was finally organized in 1908.
Founded by several of the country's leading charity reformers, the Union,
with its mission to reform both private charity and public assistance, im
plicitly reflected society's lack of confidence in the government's ability to
restructure Russia's outmoded and ineffective poor relief system in Rus
sia. l 48
The Union organized the country's first national congress on charity in
1910. Almost four hundred people met in Petersburg for several days.
Speakers attacked Russia's archaic poor law, inadequate public relief and
chaotic private charities; they deplored the persistence of begging and
almsgiving, and the lack of information on need and poverty in the Em
pire. Participants approved resolutions calling for a broad range of
reforms in public assistance, especially the introduction of local guardian
ships to investigate need and to distribute aid. The congress repeated
previous calls for the unification of private charities. It recommended that
charities establish local branches of the Union to coordinate their work
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and investigate and register needy cases, and local "control commissions"
.
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In the years following the congress, the Union expanded its activities.
In 1912 it launched its own journal, first a modest newsletter, then a sub
stantial monthly called Assistance and Charity in Russia, published from
1913 to September, 1917. A statistical department collected data on exist
ing charities, while an "international department" prepared presentations
for Russian participants in international charity congresses. 150 Special
commissions submitted draft legislation on local charity control commis
sions and revisions in the rules on municipal relief agencies to the Ministry
of the Interior. 151
The numerous other national congresses and unions of social
reformers after 1905 also reflect the increased strength and independence
of Russian voluntarism. Volunteers in causes ranging from temperance,
literacy and adult education to women's rights and anti-prostitution joined
doctors, scientists, artists and other professionals in an unprecedented up
surge of nation-wide organization and activism.152
The appearance of mass fundraising drives after 1905 presented the
autocracy with another challenge. Effective control over the fundraising
activities of voluntary associations had long eluded the autocracy. In the
years just before the outbreak of World War I a new technique (still in
wide use in the United States today) became veB' popular: "Flower Days,"
or the "sale" of artificial flowers for charity.15 The causes were often
national in scope - famine relief and the eradication of tuberculosis, for
example. In this case the autocracy was less concerned about possible
fraud; rather, it suspected that flower days were being used to spread
anti-government propaganda.
George Kennan collected accounts of numerous incidents of govern
ment and Church harassment of Flower Day volunteers in 1911-1912. On
"White Flower Day" in 1912, for example, organized to collect funds to
fight tuberculosis, volunteers encountered official obstacles in several
cities. Moscow authorities prohibited the local anti-tuberculosis society's
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public lectures on the disease because, it said, there were not enough
police to attend all the lectures. In Kiev the distribution of 100,000
printed appeals for funds was forbidden for fear that revolutionary
proclamations would be distributed with them. The Bishop of Riazan'
denounced White Flower Day as a "Masonic plot" and, at the same time ,
a frivolous occasion enabling lady volunteers to show off new gowns and
hats; the event was forbidden. In Nizhnii Novgorod, finally, lecturers on
the disease had to sign a statement that they did not belong to any anti
.
.
154
government organization.
Voluntary fundraising efforts during the 1911-1912 famine en
countered similar difficulties. The government demanded that all or
ganizations collecting contributions first receive official permission, and
all contributions be sent directly to the Ministry of the Interior, the Red
Cross or local zemstvo boards. Private organizations were forbidden any
role in spending the money they had collected. In Viatka the governor
issued additional demands that forced organizers to cancel the fund raising
campaign. He particularly objected to the use of the slogan " help the
starving," which he considered seditious since, in his opinion, there was no
famine in Viatka.155 In a letter to Kennan, the former populist and leader
of the cooperative movement, N. V. Chaikovskii, attributed the govern
ment harassment to its fears that, thanks to the publicity aroused by the
fundraising campaigns, more progressive deputies would be elected in the
156
elections to the Fourth Duma scheduled for the summer of 1912.
In
September of that year, the Minister of the Interior confirmed new rules
on flower days and similar public fundraising events. Police control over
them was intensified, including a provision that every volunteer must
receive police approva1.157
As the story of mass fundraising drives shows, the central government
reacted with erratic but occasionally vicious hostility to the new, national
level voluntary movements of the post-1905 period. It approved the
charters of many new national societies and unions, but rejected others,
like the All-Russian Society of People's Universities.15S Yet the post
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revolutionary period reveals as never before that the initiative for attack
ing social problems and forging policies of social reform had shifted
decisively to the voluntary sector.

Conclusion
"There is probably no country in the world," wrote George Kennan in
1889, "where the police power occupies a wider field, plays a more impor
tant part, or touches the~rivate personal life of the citizen at more points
than it does in Russia." 9 For one hundred years this image of an om
nipresent, omnipotent autocracy has endured. To be sure, the Russian
autocracy aspired to exert more influence over the lives of its subjects than
most contemporary governments. Yet as the history of organized charity
clearly shows, there were areas of public initiative that the autocracy left
largely alone; even more important, its aspirations to control faced a grow
ing challenge in the upsurge of voluntarism in the post-Emancipation
period.
Since the era of the Great Reforms, the autocracy reacted to the grow
ing spirit of public initiative in the population by slowly enacting measures
that technically facilitated the formation of officially sanctioned associa
tions. While loosening the procedures, the autocracy held onto its right of
"preliminary censorship" over voluntary initiative, rejecting any that it did
l 60
Throughout the late Imperial period the Ministry of the Inte
not like.
rior and its local agents, the governors, exercised final authority over the
formation, operation and closing of societies.
This restrictive policy was riddled with inconsistencies, however. The
difficulties placed in the way of establishing a legal association obviously
did not deter revolutionaries from forming underground societies. Even
charities sometimes ignored their obligation to obtain official confirma
tion of their charters, or neglected to obtain official permission to change
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their charters.i'" Some individuals or groups whose good works lacked
official sanction were tolerated; others fell victim to government persecu
tion. 162 In general, however, the autocracy encouraged those associations
which harnessed private effort and funds to state interests.
Charitable associations were particularly favored, the beneficiary of
the autocracy's view of charity as a benign, even laudable endeavor that
relieved the treasury and bureaucracy of responsibility for the Empire's
multitude of poor and needy. Despite troublesome Masons and societies
like the Petersburg Society for Visiting the Poor, it was easy to monitor
private charities as long as there were few of them and civil society
remained in its infancy. From the mid-nineteenth century, however, as
charities and other voluntary associations proliferated rapidly, the govern
ment reacted in a contradictory way. It attempted to facilitate some en
deavors, like most charities, but repressed others (Sunday schools, for
example). While making it easier to establish a society, it tried to tighten
control over the finances and public activities of voluntary associations.
The Department of Police, seeking stricter rules, came into conflict with
other bureaucrats, like Evgenii Maksimov, seeking to encourage
samodeiatel'nost'. Activities routinely condoned for Russian charities ac
quired sinister overtones when conducted by Jews, Poles or Armenians.
In most cases, it could be argued, the autocracy had little to fear from
charitable organizations. The vast majority of them did not use benefits
for orphans or soup kitchens to mask subterranean revolutionary ac
tivities. This is not the main point, however. Increasingly the autocracy
could not keep pace with the growing number and variety of initiatives and
associations. However loyal and innocuous, charities undermined the
government's claims of omnicompetence, and revealed the limits to its
ability to control.
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